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Press Release - Feb 2009
Coming To a Flower Show near you (if you live in Chelsea).
Dr Eberle’s patent cure for economic Depression!!!
Sarah Eberle is not designing a show garden at Chelsea this year but instead of taking a well
earned break, Sarah has redirected her creative talents and teamed up with Toby Clayton
to produce a range of furniture and products that will brighten the gloomiest of economic
forecasts.
The collection will include original works, collaborative pieces and limited editions in glass,
concrete, steel and textiles. Enabling visitors to this year’s Chelsea Flower Show to invest in
pieces with show garden pedigree.
With eight RHS gold medals and best in show at both Chelsea and Hampton Court flower
shows Sarah has recently added an Honouree Doctorate to what must be one of the best
decorated downstairs loos in the horticultural world. Sarah has taken the same exacting
standards and eye for detail and transferred it with great effect to create some stunning works
which will be unveiled for the first time at Chelsea 2009.
Oxfordshire based Toby Clayton has had pieces in main show gardens for the last three
years including the geodesic swing chair in the “600 days with Bradstone” Garden designed
by Sarah that won best in show in 2007. Toby, the founder of HME (Hot Metal Engineering)
specializes in works with a simple industrial style that really compliment modern living.
For a glimpse of what they have in store for Chelsea, Sarah and Toby are available to answer
any questions at The London Plant and Design show on the 17th and 18th of February .
Alternatively please don’t hesitate to call either on the numbers below;
Sarah 07825 448620.
Toby 07796 171606.
Background information can be found on www.saraheberle.com and www.hmeng.co.uk. High
resolution pictures and product information are available to download from the press and media
section of www.hmeng.co.uk
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